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Abstract
This paper presents an innovative application of
the Disciple Learning Agent Shell to the
building of an educational agent that generates
history tests for middle school students, to assist
in the assessment of their understanding and use
of higher-order thinking skills. Disciple has been
taught by an educator to generate and answer
basic test questions and to explain the answers.
From its interaction with the educational expert,
Disciple has learned general rules that allow it to
generate a large number of new test questions for
students, together with hints, answers, and explanations of the answers. As a result, it can guide
the students during their practice of higher-order
thinking skills as they would be directly guided
by the educator. It can also be used by the educator to generate a different exam for each
student in the class. Disciple has been
experimentally evaluated by history experts,
students and tea-chers, with very promising
results. The work on developing this educational
agent illustrates an integration of machine
learning, knowledge acquisition, problem
solving and intelligent tu-toring systems in the
context of computer-based assessment involving
multimedia documents.
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INTRODUCTION

For several years we have been developing the Disciple
approach for building intelligent agents. The defining
feature of the Disciple approach to building agents is that
a person teaches the agent how to perform domainspecific tasks, by giving the agent examples and
explanations, as well as supervising and correcting its
behavior. The current version of the Disciple approach is
implemented in the Disciple Learning Agent Shell, and is
presented in (Tecuci, 1998). We define a learning agent
shell as consisting of a learning engine and an inference
engine that support a representation formalism in which a
knowledge base can be encoded, as well as a
methodology for building the knowledge base.
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The central goal of the Disciple approach is to facilitate
the agent building process by the use of synergism at
three different levels. First, there is synergism between
different learning methods employed by the agent
(Michalski and Tecuci, 1994). By integrating
complementary learning methods (such as inductive
learning from examples, explanation-based learning,
learning by analogy, learning by experimentation), the
Disciple agent is able to learn from the human expert in
situations in which no single strategy learning method
would be sufficient. Second, there is synergism between
expert’s teaching of the agent and the agent’s learning
from the expert (Tecuci and Kodratoff, 1995). For
instance, the expert may select representative examples to
teach the agent, may provide explanations, and may
answer agent’s questions. The agent, on the other hand,
will learn general rules that are difficult to be defined by
the expert, and will consistently integrate them into its
knowledge base. Third, there is synergism between the
expert and the agent in solving a problem. They form a
team in which the agent solves the more routine but labor
intensive parts of the problem and the expert solves the
more creative parts. In the process, the agent learns from
the expert, gradually evolving toward an "intelligent"
agent (Mitchell et al., 1985). We claim that the Disciple
approach significantly reduces the involvement of the
knowledge engineer in the process of building an
intelligent agent, most of the work being done directly by
the domain expert. In this respect, the work on Disciple is
part of a long term vision where personal computer users
will no longer be simply consumers of ready-made
software, as they are today, but also developers of their
own software assistants.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents the developed test generation agent. Then,
sections 3, 4 and 5 describe the process of building the
agent. Section 6 describes the results of the experiments
performed with the developed agent. Finally, the paper
presents the conclusions of this work.
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A TEST GENERATION AGENT
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We have developed an agent that generates history tests
to assist in the assessment of students’ understanding and
use of higher-order thinking skills. Examples of specific
higher-order thinking skills are: evaluation of historical
sources for relevance, credibility, consistency, ambiguity,
bias, and fact vs. opinion; analyzing them for content,
meaning and point of view; and synthesizing arguments in
the form of conclusions, claims and assertions (Bloom,
1956; Beyer, 1987, 1988).
To motivate the middle school students, for which this
agent was developed, and to provide an element of game
playing, the agent employs a journalist metaphor, asking
the students to assume the role of a novice journalist.
Figure 1, for instance, shows a test question generated by
the agent. The student is asked to imagine that he or she is
a reporter and has been assigned the task to write an
article for Christian Recorder during the Civil War period
on plantations. The student has to analyze the historical
source “Slave Quarters” in order to determine whether it
is relevant to this task. In the situation illustrated in
Figure 1 the student answered correctly. Therefore, the
agent confirmed the answer and provided an explanation
for it, as indicated in the lower right pane of the window.
The student could have requested a hint to answer the
question and would have received the following one: “To
determine if the source is relevant to your task investigate
if it illustrates some component of a plantation, check
when it was created and when Christian Recorder was
issued.” In general, there may be several reasons why a
source is relevant to a task. By pushing the More button,

the student can receive the hints and explanations
corresponding to these additional reasons.
Another example of a test question is shown in Figure 2.
The student is given a task, a historical source and three
possible reasons why the source is relevant to the task. He
or she has to investigate the source and decide which
reason(s) account for the fact that the source is relevant to
the task. The student is instructed to check the box next to
the correct reason(s).
The agent has two modes of operation: final exam mode
and self-assessment mode. In the final exam mode, the
agent generates an exam consisting of a set of test
questions of different levels of difficulty. The student has
to answer one test question at a time and, after each
question, he or she receives the correct answer and an
explanation of the answer. In the self-assessment mode,
the student chooses the type of test question to solve, and
will receive, on request, feedback in the form of hints to
answer the question, the correct answer, and some or all
the explanations of the answer. The test questions are
generated such that all students interacting with the agent
are likely to receive different tests even if they follow
exactly the same interaction pattern. Moreover, the agent
builds and maintains a simple student model and uses it in
the process of test generation. For instance, to the extent
possible, the agent tries to generate test questions that
involve historical sources that have not been investigated
by the student, or historical sources that were not used in
previous tests for that student.
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Figure 1: A test question, answer and explanation generated by the agent1
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Figure 2: Another test question 2
The next sections present the process of building this
agent: building the agent’s ontology (Gruber, 1993),
teaching the agent how to generate test questions, and
building the test generation engine.

3

BUILDING THE AGENT’S
ONTOLOGY

The agent’s ontology contains descriptions of historical
concepts (such as “plantation”), historical sources (such
as “Slave Quarters” in Figure 1), and templates for
reporter tasks (such as “You are a writer for PUBLICATION
during HISTORICAL-PERIOD and you have been assigned to
write and illustrate a feature article on SLAVERY-TOPIC.”).
Using these descriptions and templates, the agent
communicates with the students through a stylized natural
language, as illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The ontology building process starts with choosing a
module in a history curriculum (such as Slavery in
America) for which the agent will generate test questions.
Then the educator identifies a set of historical concepts
that are appropriate and necessary to be learned by the
students. The educator also identifies a set of historical
sources that can enhance the student’s understanding of
If you are a writer FOR Southern
Illustrated News DURING the Civil War
period (1861 - 1865) and you have been
assigned to write and illustrate a feature
article on slave culture, then the
HISTORICAL SOURCE 'Contented Slaves
and Masters' is relevant.

these concepts and will be used in test questions. All
these concepts and historical sources are represented by
the history educator in the knowledge base, by using the
various interfaces of Disciple. One is the Source Viewer
that displays the historical sources. Another is the
Concept Editor that is used to describe the historical
sources. The historical sources have to be defined in
terms of features that are necessary for applying the
higher-order thinking skills of relevance, credibility, etc.
2

For instance, a source is relevant to some topic if it
identifies, illustrates or explains the topic or some of its
components. Let us consider the historical source
‘Contented Slaves and Masters’, from the bottom of
Figure 3. This source is defined as being a LITHOGRAPH
that ILLUSTRATES the concepts SLAVE-DANCE, MALESLAVE, FEMALE-SLAVE, and SLAVE-MASTER. Other
information has also to be represented, such as the
audience for which this source is appropriate and when it
was created. The concepts from the knowledge base are
hierarchically organized in a semantic network (Quillian,
1968; Lenat and Guha, 1990) that can be inspected with
the Concept Browser. For instance, SLAVE-DANCE was
defined as being a type of SLAVE-RECREATION which, in
turn, was a SLAVE-LIFE-ASPECT. This initial knowledge
base of the agent was assumed to be incomplete and even
possibly partially incorrect, needing to be improved
during the next stages of the agent’s development.

4

TEACHING THE AGENT

A basic relevancy test question consists of judging the
relevancy of a historical source to a given reporter’s task.
To teach the agent to generate and answer such questions,
the educator gives it an example consisting of a task and a
historical source relevant to that task, as shown in Figure
3. Starting from this example, the agent has learned the
relevancy rule in Figure 4, where the condition specifies a
general reporter task and the conclusion specifies a source
relevant to that task. The condition also incorporates the
explanation of why the source is relevant to the task.
Associated with the rule are the natural language
templates corresponding to its task, explanation and conclusion. They are automatically created from the natural
language descriptions of the elements in the rule. One
should notice that each rule corresponds to a certain type
of task (WRITE-DURING-PERIOD, in this case). Other types
of tasks are WRITE-ON-TOPIC, WRITE-FOR-AUDIENCE, and
WRITE-FOR-OCCASION. Therefore, for each type of
reporter task there will be a family of related relevancy
rules. The rules corresponding to the other evaluation
criteria, such as credibility, accuracy, or bias, will have a
similar form.
IF

?W1 IS WRITE-DURING-PERIOD, FOR ?S1, DURING ?P1, ON ?S2
?S1 IS PUBLICATION, ISSUED-DURING ?P1
?P1 IS HISTORICAL-PERIOD
?S2 IS SLAVERY-TOPIC
?S3 IS SOURCE, ILLUSTRATES ?S4, CREATED-DURING ?P2
?S4 IS HISTORICAL-CONCEPT, COMPONENT-OF ?S2
?P2 IS HISTORICAL-PERIOD, BEFORE ?P1
THEN
RELEVANT HIST-SOURCE ?S3
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Task Description: You are a writer for ?S1 during ?P1 and you have been
assigned to write and illustrate a feature article on ?S2.
Explanation: ?S3 illustrates ?S4 which was a component of ?S2, ?S3 was created
during ?P2 which was before ?P1 and ?S1 was issued during ?P1.
Operation Description: ?S3 is relevant

Figure 3: Initial example given by the educator3
Figure 4: A relevancy rule
4.1 RULE LEARNING
The rule learning method of Disciple is schematically
represented in Figure 5. As Explanation-based Learning
(DeJong and Mooney, 1986; Mitchell, Keller, KedarCabelli, 1986), it consists of two phases, explanation and
generalization. However, in the explanation phase the
agent is not building a proof tree, and the generalization is
not a deductive one.

by analogy with the explanations of other examples.
Notice that the above explanation is similar to a part of
the explanation from the test question in Figure 1. This
illustrates a significant benefit to be derived from using
the Disciple approach to build educational agents. That is,
the kind of explanations that the agent gives to the
students are similar to the explanations that the agent
itself has received from the educator. Therefore, the agent
acts as an indirect communication medium between the
educator and the students.
In the generalization phase (see Figure 5), the agent
performs
an analogy-based
generalization of the
example
SLAVE-DANCE

Analogy-based
Generalization

Example

Agent

Knowledge
Base

plausible
explanations

guidance
hints

Expert

Plausible
Upper
Bound

Analogy
Criterion

PVS Rule

Incomplete
Explanation
Plausible
Lower
Bound

Hypothetical
Exact
Condition

Figure 5: The rule learning method of Disciple
In the explanation phase, the educator helps the agent to
understand why the example in Figure 3 is correct (that is,
why the source is relevant to the given task). The
explanation of the example has a form that is similar to
the one given by a teacher to a student: the source
“Contended Slaves and Masters” is relevant to the given
task (see Figure 3) because it illustrates a slave dance
which was a component of slave culture, and it was
created during the pre Civil War period which was before
the Civil War period. Each of these phrases corresponds
to a path in the agent’s ontology, as shown in Figure 6.
However, rather than giving an explanation to the agent,
the educator guides it to propose explanations and then
selects the correct ones. For instance, the educator may
point to the most relevant objects from the input example
and may specify the types of explanations to be generated
by the agent (e.g. a correlation between two objects or a
property of an object). The agent uses such guidance and
specific heuristics to propose plausible explanations to the
educator who has to select the correct ones. A particularly
useful heuristic is to propose explanations of an example
3

SLAVE-CULTURE

CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS
CREATED-DURING

PRE-CIVIL-WAR
CIVIL-WAR

User-guided
Explanation

COMPONENT-OF

ILLUSTRATES

BEFORE

Figure 6: The explanation of the example in Figure 3
and its explanation into a plausible version space (PVS)
rule. A PVS rule is an IF-THEN rule with two conditions, a
plausible upper bound condition that is likely to be more
general than the exact condition, and a plausible lower
bound condition that is likely to be less general than the
exact condition. The generalization process is illustrated
in Figure 7. The initial example is the internal representation of the example in Figure 3. Also, the explanation is
the one from Figure 6. First, the explanation is generalized to an analogy criterion by preserving the object
features (such as ILLUSTRATES and CREATED-DURING) and
by generalizing the objects to more general concepts (e.g.
generalizing SLAVE-DANCE to HISTORICAL-CONCEPT). To
determine how to generalize an object, Disciple analyzes
all the features from the example and the explanation that
are connected to that object. Each such feature is defined
in Disciple’s ontology by a domain (that specifies the set
of all the objects from the application domain that may
have that feature) and a range (that specifies all the
possible values of that feature). The domains and the
ranges of these features restrict the generalizations of the
objects. For instance, in the explanation from Figure 7,
SLAVE-DANCE has the feature COMPONENT-OF and appears
as value of the feature ILLUSTRATES. Therefore, the most
general generalization of SLAVE-DANCE is the intersection
of the domain of COMPONENT-OF and the range of
ILLUSTRATES, which is HISTORICAL-CONCEPT.
The analogy criterion and the example are used to
generate the plausible upper bound condition of the rule,
while the explanation and the example are used to
generate the plausible lower bound condition of the rule.
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analogy criterion

Plausible Upper Bound IF

HISTORICAL-CONCEPT
COMPONENT-OF

ILLUSTRATES

SLAVERY-TOPIC

SOURCE
CREATED-DURING
HISTORICAL-CONCEPT

HISTORICAL-PERIOD
BEFORE

explanation

?W1 IS WRITE-DURING-PERIOD, FOR ?S1,
DURING ?P1, ON ?S2
?S1

IS MEDIA

?P1

IS HISTORICAL-PERIOD

?S2

IS SLAVERY-TOPIC

?S3

IS SOURCE,
ILLUSTRATES ?S4, CREATED- DURING ?P2

?S4

IS HISTORICAL-CONCEPT,
COMPONENT-OF ?S2

?P2

IS HISTORICAL-PERIOD, BEFORE ?P1

SLAVE-DANCE
ILLUSTRATES

COMPONENT-OF

CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS
CREATED-DURING
CIVIL-WAR

SLAVE-CULTURE

PRE-CIVIL-WAR
BEFORE

initial example
If the task is
WRITE-DURING-PERIOD
FOR
SOUTHERN-ILLUSTRATED-NEWS
DURING CIVIL-WAR
ON
SLAVE-CULTURE
Then
RELEVANT
HIST-SOURCE CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS

that the similar explanation from the right hand side of
Figure 10 explains an example (the generated example
from the right hand side of Figure 10 and from Figure 9)
that is similar to the initial example. Nevertheless, the
generated example is incorrect and was rejected by the
educator.
K no wl e dg e
B as e

Plausible Lower Bound IF
?W1 IS WRITE-DURING-PERIOD, FOR ?S1,
DURING ?P1, ON ?S2
?S1

IS SOUTHERN-ILLUSTRATED-NEWS

?P1

IS CIVIL-WAR

?S2

IS SLAVE-CULTURE

?S3

IS CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS,
ILLUSTRATES ?S4, CREATED- DURING ?P2

?S4

IS SLAVE-DANCE, COMPONENT-OF ?S2

?P2

IS PRE-CIVIL-WAR, BEFORE ?P1

PVS
Rule
Fail ure
Explanation

THEN
RELEVANT

Examples Generated by the Agent

HIST-SOURCE ?S3

Figure 7: Generation of initial plausible version space
rule
4.2 RULE REFINEMENT
The representation of the PVS rule in the right hand side
of Figure 5 shows the most likely relation between the
plausible lower bound, the plausible upper bound and the
hypothetical exact condition of the rule. Notice that there
are instances of the plausible upper bound that are not
instances of the hypothetical exact condition of the rule.
This means that the learned rule in Figure 7 covers also
some negative examples. Also, there are instances of the
hypothetical exact condition that are not instances of the
plausible upper bound. This means that the plausible
upper bound does not cover all the positive examples of
the rule. Both of these situations are a consequence of the
fact that the explanation of the initial example might be
incomplete, and are consistent with what one would
expect from an agent performing analogical reasoning. To
improve this rule, the agent will use the rule refinement
method represented schematically in Figure 8. The agent
will use the learned rule to generate examples similar with
the one in Figure 3. Each such example is covered by the
plausible upper bound and is not covered by the plausible
lower bound of the rule. The example is shown to the
educator who is asked to accept it as correct or to reject it,
thus characterizing it as a positive or a negative example
of the rule. A correct example is used to generalize the
plausible lower bound of the rule’s condition through
empirical induction. An incorrect example is used to elicit
additional explanations from the educator and to
specialize both bounds, or only the upper bound.
Figure 9 shows an example generated by the agent, by
analogy with the initial example from Figure 3. The
agent’s analogical reasoning is represented in Figure 10.
The explanation from the left hand side indicates why the
initial example is correct. The expression from its right
hand side is similar with this explanation because both of
them are less general than the analogy criterion from the
top of Figure 10. Therefore, one may infer by analogy

L e ar n i n g b y An a lo g y
an d E x p er i m en t ati o n

Learning from
Explanations

Incorrect
Exampl e

Co rrect
Exampl e

L e ar n i n g fr o m E xam p les

Figure 8: The rule refinement method of Disciple
If you are a writer FOR World Wide Web
DURING the Civil War period
(1861 - 1865) and you have been
assigned to write and illustrate a feature
article on negative master slave
relationships, then the HISTORICAL
SOURCE 'Fugitive Slaves' is relevant.

Figure 9: An example generated by the agent4
In such a case the agent needed to understand why this
example, which was generated by analogy with a correct
example, is wrong. By comparing the two examples, the
educator and the agent were able to find out that the
generated example is wrong because the WORLD-WIDEWEB was not issued during the CIVIL-WAR period. On the
contrary, the initial example was correct because
SOUTHERN-ILLUSTRATED-NEWS was issued during the
CIVIL-WAR period. This explanation is used to specialize
both bounds of the version space. This process will
continue until either the two bounds of the rule become
identical or until no further examples can be generated
4
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that are not already covered by the plausible lower bound.
The final rule is the one from Figure 4. This training
phase continued until 54 relevancy rules were learned.
analogy criterion
HISTORICAL-CONCEPT
COMPONENT-OF

ILLUSTRATES
SOURCE

SLAVERY-TOPIC

CREATED-DURING
HISTORICAL-CONCEPT

BEFORE

similar explanation
SLAVE-RESISTANCE

SLAVE-DANCE
ILLUSTRATES

COMPONENT-OF

CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS
CREATED-DURING
CIVIL-WAR

SLAVE-CULTURE

PRE-CIVIL-WAR
BEFORE

initial example
If the task is
WRITE-DURING-PERIOD
FOR
SOUTHERN-ILLUSTRATED-NEWS
DURING CIVIL-WAR
ON
SLAVE-CULTURE
Then
RELEVANT
HIST-SOURCE CONTENTED-SLAVES-AND-MASTERS

Explanation:

COMPONENT-OF

ILLUSTRATES
FUGITIVE-SLAVES
CREATED-DURING
CIVIL-WAR

NEGATIVE-MASTER-SLAVERELATIONSHIP
PRE-CIVIL-WAR
BEFORE

generated example
If the task is
rejected
WRITE-DURING-PERIOD
FOR
WORLD-WIDE-WEB
DURING CIVIL-WAR
ON
NEGATIVE-MASTER-SLAVE-RELATIONSHIP
Then
RELEVANT
HIST-SOURCE FUGITIVE-SLAVES

Failure explanation:

SOUTHERN-ILLUSTRATED-NEWS ISSUED-DURING CIVIL-WAR not (WORLD-WIDE-WEB ISSUED-DURING CIVIL-WAR)

5

writing
ask the
writing
ask the

•WHY RELEVANT: Show the student a writing assign-ment,

HISTORICAL-PERIOD

explanation

• WHICH RELEVANT: Show the student a
assignment and three historical sources and
student to identify the relevant one;
• WHICH IRRELEVANT: Show the student a
assignment and three historical sources and
student to identify the irrelevant one; and

Figure 10: Analogical reasoning in Disciple

THE TEST GENERATION ENGINE

One of the agent’s requirements was that it generates not
only test questions, but also feedback for right and wrong
answers, hints to help the student in solving the tests, as
well as explanations of the solutions. Moreover, agent’s
messages needed to be expressed in a natural language
form. Although the rules learned by the agent contain
almost all the necessary information to achieve these
goals, some small adjustments were necessary. In the case
of the rule in Figure 4, the educator needed to define the
templates for the Hint, Right Answer and Wrong Answer,
shown in Figure 11. The Hint in Figure 11 is the part of
the Explanation in Figure 4 that refers only to the
variables used in the formulation of the test question. The
Right Answer in Figure 11 is generated from the
Operation Description and the Explanation in Figure 4,
and the Wrong Answer is a fixed text.
Hint: To determine if this source is relevant to your task investigate if it illustrates
some component of ?S2, check when was it created, and when ?S1 was issued.
Right Answer: The source ?S3 is relevant to your task because it illustrates ?S4
which was a component of ?S2, ?S3 was created during ?P2 which was before ?P1
and ?S1 was issued during ?P1.
Wrong Answer: Investigate this source further and analyze the hints and
explanations to improve your understanding of relevance. You may consider
reviewing the material on relevance. Then continue testing yourself.

Figure 11: Additional templates for the rule in Figure 4
The learned rules can be used to generate different types
of tests. In the current version of the agent we have
chosen to develop a test generation engine that can
generate the following four classes of test questions:
• IF RELEVANT: Show the student a writing assignment and
ask whether a particular historical source is relevant to
that assignment;

a source and three possible reasons why the source is
relevant, and ask the student to select the right reason.

Similar questions could be generated for other evaluation
skill such as IF CREDIBLE or WHY CREDIBLE test questions.
To generate an IF RELEVANT test question with a relevant
source, the agent simply needs to generate an example of
a relevancy rule. This rule example will contain a task T
and a source S relevant to it, together with one hint and
one explanation that will indicate one reason why S is
relevant to T. However, if the student requires all the
possible reasons for why the source S is relevant to T,
then the agent will need to find all the examples
containing the source S and the task T of all the relevancy
rules from the family of rules corresponding to T.
To generate an IF RELEVANT test question with an
irrelevant source, the agent has first to generate a valid
task T by finding an example of a relevancy rule R. Then
it has to find a historical source S such that the task T and
the source S are not part of an example of any rule from
the family of rules corresponding to the task T.
The methods for generating WHICH RELEVANT and WHICH
IRRELEVANT test questions are based on the methods for
generating IF RELEVANT test questions.
For an WHY RELEVANT test question an example E1 of a
relevancy rule R1 is generated. This example provides a
correct task description T, a source S relevant to T, and a
correct explanation EX1 of why the source S is relevant to
T. Then the agent chooses another rule that is not from
the family of the relevancy rules corresponding to T. This
rule could be from another family of relevancy rules, or
could be a rule corresponding to another evaluation skill,
for instance credibility or accuracy. Let us suppose that
the agent chooses a credibility rule R2. It then generates
an example E2 of R2, based on E1 (that is, E2 and E1 share
as many parts as possible, including the source S). The
agent also generates an explanation EX2 of why S is
credible. While this explanation is correct, it has nothing
to do with why S is relevant to T. Then, the agent repeats
this process to find another explanation that is true but
explains something else, not why S is relevant to T.
It should be noticed that, when the agent has to choose an
element from a set, the choice is done at random. Thus, its
behavior is different from one execution to another.

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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The ontology of the test generation agent includes the
description of 252 historical concepts, 80 historical
sources, and 6 publications. The knowledge base also
contains 54 relevancy rules grouped in four families, each
family corresponding to one type of reporter task. These
rules have been learned from an average of 2.17
explanations (standard deviation 0.91) and 5.4 examples
(standard deviation 1.37).
There are 40,930 instances of the 54 relevancy rules in
the knowledge base. Each such instance corresponds to an
IF RELEVANT test question where the source is relevant.
In
principle, for each such test question the agent can
generate several IF RELEVANT test questions where the
source is not relevant, as well as several WHY RELEVANT,
WHICH RELEVANT and WHICH IRRELEVANT test questions.
Therefore, the agent can generate more than 105 different
test questions.

and the fourth experiments tested the quality of the test
generation agent, as judged by students and by teachers.
The results of the first two experiments are summarized in
Table 1. To test the predictive accuracy of the knowledge
base, 406 IF RELEVANT test questions were randomly
generated by the agent and answered by the developing
expert. We have performed a similar experiment with a
domain expert who was not involved in the development
of the agent. This independent expert has answered
another 401 randomly generated IF RELEVANT test
questions. These experiments have revealed a much
higher predictive accuracy in the case of IF RELEVANT test
questions where the source was relevant. This was
96.53% in the case of the developing expert and 95.45%
in the case of the independent expert. The predictive
accuracy in the case of irrelevant sources was only
81.86% in the case of the developing expert and 76.35%
in the case of the independent expert. To confirm these
results we have conducted an additional experiment with
the independent expert, who was shown other 1,326 IF
RELEVANT test questions where all the sources were
relevant (for a total of 1,524 such questions). In this case
the predictive accuracy of the agent was 96.19%.

We have performed four types of experiments with the
test generation agent. The first experiment tested the
correctness of the knowledge base, as judged by the
domain expert who developed the agent. This was
intended to clarify how well the developed agent
We have analyzed in detail each case where both the
represents the expertise of the teaching expert. The
developing expert and the independent expert agreed that
second experiment tested the correctness of the
the agent failed to recognize that a source was relevant
knowledge base, as judged by a domain expert who was
or
not involved in its development. This was intended to test
the generality of the agent, given that assessing relevance
is, to a certain extent, a subjective judgment. The third
Table 1: Evaluation results
Reviewer

Number of
Number of
Time spent
Total number
of reviewed IF questions with IF questions with to review all
relevant sources irrelevant sources the questions
questions

Accuracy on
Accuracy on
IF questions with IF questions with Total
relevant sources irrelevant sources accuracy

Developing
expert

406

202

204

5 hours

96.53%

81.86%

89.16%

Independent
expert

401

198

203

10 hours
over 2 days

95.45%

76.35%

85.76%

Independent
expert

1,524

198+1,326

_

22 hours for
1,326 questions

96.19%

_

_
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I feel that I understand more about
'judging relevance' than I knew before

•

The agent provided feedback that helped
me understand slavery better

•

mean=2.00

•

The agent's test questions
were understandable
I prefer the agent's questions over my
usual test questions

mean=2.76

•

1
Very Strongly
Agree

•

2
Strongly
Agree

mean=2.10
mean=2.14
3
Agree

(st.dev.=1.30)

mean=2.95
mean=2.29

•

I found the agent to be a useful tool in
the classroom

(st.dev.=1.27)

(st.dev.=1.09)

•

The agent was easy to use

I would like to see more software like
the agent used in my classes

mean=2.71

4
Indifferent

(st.dev.=1.61)

(st.dev.=1.11)

(st.dev.=1.37)
(st.dev.=1.24)
5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

7
Very Strongly
Disagree

Figure 12: Student survey results
irrelevant to a certain task. In most cases it was concluded
that the representation of the source was incomplete. This
analysis suggested that the representation of the sources
should be guided by the following principle which, if
followed, would have avoided many of the agent’s errors:
Any historical source must be completely described in
terms of the concepts from the knowledge base. This
means that if the knowledge base contains a certain
historical concept, then any historical source referring to
that concept should contain the concept in the description
of its content. Operationally, this simply means that if the
expert decides to describe a new source in terms of some
new concept C, then the expert has to review again the
descriptions of each source S from the knowledge base. If
the experts decides that S refers to C, then she or he has
to include C in the representation of S. This does not
mean, however, that the contents of the historical sources
have to be completely described (a task that would be
very hard, especially for pictures).
There were several cases where the two experts disagreed
themselves, mainly because the independent expert had a
broader interpretation of some general terms (such as
slave culture, activities related to slavery, cruelty of
slavery, and master slave relationships) than the
developer of the knowledge base. However, the
independent expert agreed that someone else could have a
more restricted interpretation of those terms, and, in such
a case, the answers of the agent could be considered
correct. There were also 5 cases where the independent
expert disagreed with the agent and then, upon further
analysis of the test questions, agreed with the agent.
Table 1 indicates also the evaluation time because, unlike
the automatic learning systems, the interactive learning
systems require significant time from domain experts, and
this factor should be taken into consideration when
developing such systems. First of all, one could notice

that it took twice as long to the independent expert to
analyze 401 test questions than it took to the developing
expert. This is because the independent expert was not
familiar with any of the 80 historical sources used in the
questions, and he had to analyze each of them in detail in
order to answer the questions. However, once the
independent expert became familiar with the sources, he
answered the new 1,326 test questions much faster.
We have also conducted an experiment with a class of 21
students from the 8th grade at The Bridges Academy in
Washington D.C. The students were first given a lecture
on relevance and then were asked to answer 25 test
questions that were dynamically generated by the agent.
Students were also asked to investigate the hints and the
explanations. To record their impressions, they were
asked to respond to a set of 18 survey questions with one
of the following phrases: very strongly agree, strongly
agree, agree, indifferent, disagree, strongly disagree, and
very strongly disagree. Figure 12 presents the results
from 7 of the most informative survey questions.
Finally, a user group experiment was conducted with 8
teachers at The Public School 330 in the Bronx, New
York City. This group of teachers had the opportunity to
review the performance of the agent and was then asked
to complete a questionnaire. Several of the most
informative questions and a summary of the teacher’s
responses are presented in Figure 13.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an innovative application
of the Disciple Shell to the building of a test generation
agent. We have provided experimental evidence that the
process of teaching the agent is natural and efficient, and
that it results in a knowledge base of good quality and in
a useful educational agent. Since the agent is taught by
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the educator through examples and explanations, and then
The questions generated by the agent help
students learn about how to judge relevance

it is able to provide similar examples and explanations to

•

mean=2.38

The language of the questions was understandable and appropriate for JH students

•

My students will learn about slavery from
the agent

•
•

The test results from the agent provide
useful information for grading students

I found the agent to be a useful tool in
the classroom

•

mean=2.63

mean=2.25

•
1
Very Strongly
Agree

2
Strongly
Agree

mean=2.38
3
Agree

(st.dev.=0.98)

(st.dev.=0.63)

mean=2.50

•

I think my students would find the agent
beneficial

mean=3.13

mean=2.00

The agent assist students in assessing their
own skill level

(st.dev.=0.74)

(st.dev.=0.76)
(st.dev.=0.62)

(st.dev.=0.71)
(st.dev.=0.52)

4
Indifferent

5
Disagree

6
Strongly
Disagree

7
Very Strongly
Disagree

Figure 13: Teacher survey results
the students, it could be considered as being a preliminary
example of a new type of educational agent that can be
taught by an educator to teach the students (Hamburger
and Tecuci, 1998). From the point of view of the artificial
intelligence research, this work shows an integration of
machine learning and knowledge acquisition with
problem solving and intelligent-tutoring systems. From
the point of view of the education research, it shows an
automated computer-based approach to the assessment of
higher-order thinking skills, as well as an assessment that
involves multimedia documents. Future work involves
further development of the agent and its experimental use
in the classroom. We are also continuing the development
of the Disciple approach and are applying it to other
challenging problems, such as building a statistical analysis assessment and support agent, and an agent who has
to find the best way of working around various damages
to an infrastructure, such as a damaged bridge or tunnel.
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